The Parent- Child Interaction includes the following activities:
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Numeracy and Literacy Activity Videos:
The concepts of literacy and Numeracy are
recorded as videos by the teacher which are
interactive with voice modulation, interactive
games and a home play assignment for children.
These videos involve the child through open
ended questions and various actions as they listen
and see the activity video by the teacher.
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Parent Resource Sheet:
The Numeracy /Literacy activity video is then supported with a Parent Resource sheet for parents which
comprises of activities related to the concept of Literacy/Numeracy taught for the day. These activities are
simple yet fun comprising of games involving household material, yoga, action based recitation, singing
rhymes, interactive games and worksheets to do.
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Active Exploration:
This comprises of different activities for the child to do at home. Daily the child is given a combination
of any 2 activities from the below listed:
Ÿ Fun with Origami :

Children are given the steps to make various things with
origami which builds their concentration, fine motor skills
and logical thinking skills.
Ÿ Fun with Role Play:

An imgaination building activity and a way for children to
connect with the things in the outside world.
Ÿ Shadow Play:

An engaging activity for children as they create various
creatures on the wall with the help of the shdow of their
hands. It builds their creative thinking skills while having fun.
Ÿ Traditional Games:

This activity brings the age old games back in children's lives
and as well promote quality family bonding time.
Ÿ Music and Movement :

The children listen to a music audio and have fun creatively
expressing themselves using facil expressions and boldily
movements .
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Thus, Jumbo's Play Engine-Home School Play
and Learning Connection at Podar Jumbo
Kids ensures children during this pandemic
get their daily dose of fun, connections,
health and hygiene to ensure that children
are happy and engaged and are not missing
out on any learning activities. When children
can't come to Kindergarten, the
Kindergarten comes home in a
developmentally appropriate manner!

Happy children are Healthy children and
Happy children made a Happy and Healthy
Family. We make children Happy through
our Jumbo's Play Engine-Home School Play
and Learning Connection.
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